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“Narrativ’s platform provides
the tools for us to understand

US WEEKLY GROWS COMMERCE
REVENUE 8X THROUGH REAL-TIME
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merchants like never before and
know what to do with the data
they share. Before Narrativ, it

CHALLENGE

was risky for us to test new

Us Weekly was struggling to ramp their commerce

product categories. The depth of

business due to over saturation in fashion content.

Narrativ’s data helped us tap

Editors needed insights to continue creating high

into new growth opportunities

performing stories and revenue needed to grow.

—their technology helped us

Editors were blocked by lack of data to help them

broaden the scope of what we

create new content in categories that they hadn’t

even thought was possible.”

historically performed. As they expanded their
commerce business, Us Weekly came to Narrativ to
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help understand and improve the value of every
product recommendation.

Results

NARRATIV REDUCED THE RISK IN TESTING CATEGORIES SUCH AS BEAUTY
THAT DIDN’T HISTORICALLY PERFORM FOR US WEEKLY.
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Real-time experimentation helps
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grow beauty from 10% to 50% of
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2/3 Experiment 1
Experiment 1

EXPANDING INTO BEAUTY
CATEGORY BY OPTIMIZING
COVERAGE OF BEST SELLERS
AND TRENDING PRODUCTS
Before joining Narrativ’s platform, more
than 90% of product recommendation on
Us Weekly was in fashion and accessories
and the publishers was unsure if beauty
would resonate with readers. Using
Narrativ’s cart explorer, Us Weekly
discovered top sellers, sales, and trending
products from brands they had never
written about before, de-risking how
editors test new categories.

For example, Us weekly used Narrativ to
identify C&The Moon Malibu Made Body
Scrub as the number 1 selling body scrub on
Narrativ retailers. The publisher then
recommended the product to their readers by
highlighting “Kim Kardashian insists is the best
body scrub ever” and it is used by actress
January Jones.
This single-story drove tens of thousands of
dollars in purchases, 44% of which were the
scrub itself, along with more than a hundred
other beauty SKUs, especially body washes and
creams. Narrativ tracked and credited Us
Weekly for 100% of these purchases.
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3/3 Experiment 2
Experiment 2

INCREASING REVENUE BY WRITING ABOUT PRODUCTS COMMONLY
BOUGHT WITH RECOMMENDATIONS
In May, Us Weekly launched this article on a top-rated La Blanca one-piece swimsuit, which
swiftly became Us Weekly’s highest grossing product recommendation this year. To
understand outsized performance, the publisher used Narrativ’s dashboard to track all the
products purchased from this recommendation for 30 days after publication and found that
beyond the featured La Blanca swimsuit, the Ralph Lauren Tummy-Control Underwire Ruﬄed
One-Piece Swimsuit was the second-most purchased.

With this insight Us Weekly
launched a second article in
June dedicated to the Ralph
Lauren Tummy-Control
one piece—this
recommendation has since
become the 2nd highestgrossing story this year.

